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Find out what happens when companies stop competing and
start collaborating. Off-Centered Leadership considers an
innovative approach to business by exploring what happens
when companies stop competing and start collaborating —
both externally in the marketplace and internally in building a
culture of communication, trust and alignment. Brimming with
lessons on entrepreneurship and culture from the founder of
Dogfish Head Craft Brewery, one of the fastest growing
independent brewery in the country,members of his
leadership team and external mentors from the worlds of
business and art, this game-changing text turns competition
on its head by showcasing how competing organizations can
work together—and with other local businesses—to reach a
common goal. The text dives into how Dogfish Head has
blazed a new trail through the development of a revolutionary
business model that has called upon musicians, community
organizations, and even other breweries to keep product
development fresh and create engaging customer
experiences. This book documents and addresses the
growing pains a company experiences as it evolves from the
awkward early start up years into a mid-sized sustainable
company with hundreds of co-workers. Calagione is candid in
sharing his personal leadership challenges and success and
calls on other seasoned vets inside and outside the company
who inform and influence the journey of growth and creative
expression Dogfish Head is on. This book is rich with practical
information entrepreneurs and business people can apply to
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has long been
the name of the game in the business world, but what if there
was a different way to approach business? The collaboration
over competition approach to business has been proven to
foster positivity, productivity, and, ultimately, success. By
partnering with your competition instead of trying to outsell
them, you could actually create a memorable customer
experience that will have people coming back for more!
Internally as well the dogfish approach has evolved and is not
traditional org chart driven top down leadership. Calagione
shared the challenges of evolving from a founder-driven
entrepreneurial company where he was the sole creative and
strategic director into a more collaborative collective where he
is now one of many creative and strategic voices in the
company. Discover the methods and approaches dogfish
head has used to grow a rich diverse leadership team and
evolve from a company basing decisions on the gut and
whims of a founder to one with a more robust wholistic
strategic approach in a way that allows them to stay creative
and maintain their irreverent off-centered culture. Discover
how ditching your competitive nature and embracing
collaboration can allow you to better serve your customers
Explore innovative solutions to the challenges that today's
businesses face Consider how your company can grow
through the collaboration over competition business model
Leverage the experiences of other companies to truly
understand how collaboration can contribute to your
businesss success Off-Centered Leadership is a
groundbreaking book that explores the power of collaboration
within the business world.
From Mesopotamian brewers seven thousand years ago to
microbreweries in 21st century Brooklyn, beer has captivated
mankind in countless ways. There’s an undeniable allure to
the idea of transforming one’s kitchen into a home brewery,
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simplest,
most user-friendly
guide available
for beginning brewers ready to start beer making today. A
complex concoction involving a little chemistry, biology, and
physics, beer is essentially a multi-step process of
fermentation. This colorful DIY guide demystifies malt, hops,
and yeast and will soon be leading readers toward amber
mugs of all-grain beer! From brew day to bottle day to game
day-- Brew It! guides home brewers from the initial stages of
preparing for their first batch to the satisfying suds of a job
well done! INSIDE THIS BOOK: A tour of the world’s most
alluring brews: the ales of Ireland, the Pilseners of Germany,
the stouts of Belgium, and the pale ales of the U.S. Overview
of equipment needed, from thermometers and kettles to
hydrometers and refractometers The importance of
preparation, sanitation, and journal-keeping Understanding
beer-making terminology: malt, hops, yeast, wort, sugars, and
fermentation The processes of bittering, flavoring , finishing,
fermenting, and bottling Brewing with extracts, including fruits,
herbs, spices, and chocolate 25 recipes from pale ale and
amber ale to porter, stout, and Pilsener Troubleshooting and
improving the brew’s flavor, color, and body Appendix of
equipment suppliers, calculators, brewing apps, and websites
Techniques and recipes for fast-fermenting beers, ciders,
meads and more. Speed Brewing is the perfect guide for
beginners and anyone who wants to add something new and
fast to brew to their repertoire!
Providing a sensible, objective, consumer's guide to travel,
these easy-to-use travel handbooks provide useful
evaluations of local hotels, attractions, and restaurants in all
price ranges, honest advice on local attractions that are worth
the time and money, detailed maps, tips on special events
and festivals, and extensive information on local shopping,
sports, nightlife, and other activities.
"An accessible homebrew guide for alcoholic and nonPage 3/19
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alcoholic fermented
drinks,
including
beer, mead, soda, kefir,
kombucha, hard cider, sake, and fruit wines"--Provided by
publisher.
Maine was once a national leader in the temperance
movement to outlaw alcohol. In the last 30 years, however,
the Pine Tree State has been equally influential in the craft
beer movement. Since 1986, when David and Karen Geary
opened New England's first microbrewery, more than 50
breweries have opened in Maine. The state not only ranks
among the top 10 for breweries per capita, it also boasts two
of the 50 largest craft breweries in the country. The
personalities and visions of the brewers are as diverse as the
beers they create. Some have opened their breweries in the
hulking mill complexes of Lewiston and Biddeford or the
former factories of Portland. Others have brewed at the
scenic mountain resorts of Sugarloaf and Sunday River or on
the quaint, historic wharves of Belfast and Kennebunk, and
even on distant Monhegan Island. Farmstead breweries have
sprung up from Skowhegan to Lyman, while the state's
industrial parks are no less fertile.
The Book That Started the Fermentation Revolution Sandor
Ellix Katz, winner of a James Beard Award and New York
Times bestselling author, whom Michael Pollan calls the
“Johnny Appleseed of Fermentation” returns to the iconic
book that started it all, but with a fresh perspective, renewed
enthusiasm, and expanded wisdom from his travels around
the world. This self-described fermentation revivalist is
perhaps best known simply as Sandorkraut, which describes
his joyful and demystifying approach to making and eating
fermented foods, the health benefits of which have helped
launch a nutrition-based food revolution. Since its publication
in 2003, and aided by Katz’s engaging and fervent workshop
presentations, Wild Fermentation has inspired people to turn
their kitchens into food labs: fermenting vegetables into
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sauerkraut, milk
cheese
or yogurt,
grains into sourdough
bread, and much more. In turn, they’ve traded batches,
shared recipes, and joined thousands of others on a journey
of creating healthy food for themselves, their families, and
their communities. Katz’s work earned him the Craig
Clairborne lifetime achievement award from the Southern
Foodways Alliance, and has been called “one of the unlikely
rock stars of the American food scene” by The New York
Times. This updated and revised edition, now with full color
photos throughout, is sure to introduce a whole new
generation to the flavors and health benefits of fermented
foods. It features many brand-new recipes—including
Strawberry Kvass, African Sorghum Beer, and Infinite
Buckwheat Bread—and updates and refines original recipes
reflecting the author’s ever-deepening knowledge of global
food traditions that has influenced four-star chefs and home
cooks alike. For Katz, his gateway to fermentation was
sauerkraut. So open this book to find yours, and start a little
food revolution right in your own kitchen. Praise for Sandor
Ellix Katz and his books: “The Art of Fermentation is an
extraordinary book, and an impressive work of passion and
scholarship.”—Deborah Madison, author of Local Flavors
“Sandor Katz has proven himself to be the king of
fermentation.”—Sally Fallon Morell, President, The Weston A.
Price Foundation “Sandor Katz has already awakened more
people to the diversity and deliciousness of fermented foods
than any other single person has over the last century.”—Gary
Paul Nabhan, author of Growing Food in a Hotter, Drier Land
“The fermenting bible.” — Newsweek “In a country almost
clinically obsessed with sterilization Katz reminds us of the
forgotten benefits of living in harmony with our microbial
relatives.” — Grist
In Marketing Research, 11th Edition, authors Carl McDaniel &
Roger Gates share their industry experience to teach
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students how At
to make
critical
business
decisions through the
study of market research. Designed for marketing research
courses, the authors' practical, applications-based approach
features Real Data, Real People, and Real Research, to
prepare students to conduct and use market research for
future careers in business. Marketing Research, 11th Edition
features new trends, features and cases throughought, with
updated chapters featuring new examples of companies and
research firms, from Ilycaffe, the famous Italian coffee brand,
Twitter, ESPN, Ford and General Motors. Co-author Roger
Gates, President of DSS Research, infuses the text with a
practitioner perspective, helping students learn how to use
marketing research through a practical presentation of theory
and practice.
Turn your gardening time into happy hour with this guide to
grow-your-own ingredients for drinks! Whether you're a
homebrewer, wine-maker, or cocktail enthusiast, it's fun to
make something that everyone in your life can gather around
and enjoy. The joys and rewards of your garden can be
extended to your table very easily. There's a certain
satisfaction in cooking with your first carrot, grabbing a fresh
handful of cilantro from a balcony container garden, or
making sauce with your first homegrown tomatoes. But while
there are many books on growing food, there hasn't been a
guide for growing those precious fruits, vegetables and herbs,
that you and yours can use in another way: to craft delicious
drinks. Gardening for the Homebrewer shows you the exciting
world of gardens and plants that can be used for fermentation
and for cocktails. Learn how to tell if your yard is the perfect
pasture for malts and hops or whether it's better suited to a
fragrant collection of herbs and fruits. Have just a balcony or
a windowsill? No problem! A variety of garden plans and plant
recommendations will suit gardeners of all types - even ones
with limited space.
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Publisher's description
-- Brewing
Battles is the
comprehensive story of American beer and the American
brewing industry, from its colonial beginnings to the present.
Although todayU+2019s beer companies have their roots in
pre-Prohibition business, historical developments since
Repeal have affected the industry over all, from individual
brewers like Anheuser-Busch to the micro-brewers, and have
influenced the tastes and habits of beer-drinking consumers
as well. This book explains beer as a business and as a
pleasure in America .
Transform your dishes with the tremendous flavor of craft
beer! The Craft Beer Cookbook doesn't think you need to wait
until five o'clock to pop the cap off of a quality beer. From
tender pork chops marinated in a bold and citrusy IPA to
apple fritters drizzled with an amber ale caramel sauce, the
recipes in this book are not only delicious, but they also
capture the complex notes and flavors of a perfectly balanced
brew. Filled with a diverse selection of varieties, each dish
transforms everyday fare into top-shelf plates that are sure to
satisfy even the most discerning fan of craft beers. A toast to
the world's finest brews, this cookbook highlights inspired
dishes like: Sausage and pale ale frittata Roasted mushroom
and brown ale soup Salmon with dijon beer cream sauce over
drunken couscous Slow-roasted maple stout baby back beef
ribs Chocolate stout cake with chocolate raspberry ganache
and whipped cream Complete with 100 imaginative craft beer
recipes and dozens of four-color photographs, The Craft Beer
Cookbook shows you how to incorporate your true
love--beer!--into every meal.
The definitive guide to Massachusetts's 46 breweries and
brewpubs.
Create your own handcrafted drinks and cocktails using local,
fresh, or foraged ingredients.
Locally Brewed celebrates the Midwest's craft brewing
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area's brewmasters and
their breweries. These are entertaining and inspiring stories of
the individuals who have been essential in the exponential
growth of this movement, as told through vivid interviews,
beautiful photography, and dynamic artwork. In just the past
20 years, beer has been transformed from a "low-class" drink
to a pluralistic, populist drink with the same stylistic diversity
and caring craftsmanship as wine. One of the strongest
hotbeds of this cultural shift is in the Midwest, where
independently owned craft brewers focus on the creative,
artisanal elements of the beer-making process. Locally
Brewed explores these trends and the fun, fascinating, and
unique details of each brewery, including label art, hand-pull
designs, and of course the brews themselves. This is a book
that can be enjoyed by the “beer geek” and the casual
imbiber alike, as it emphasizes the people behind the beer as
well as the beers they brew. Special sidebars and pullouts
show what makes each brewery special, weaving together
the story of the indie beer movement, relevant to both smalltown Midwesterners and big-city beer lovers.
Do you love beer and want to know more about breweries?
Are you thinking of starting your own brewery? This book will
quench your curiosity and answer all your questions. Imagine
the chance to ask questions to some of the most respected
brewmasters in America... What would you ask them? What
would you want to know? If you’re ready for the inside scoop
on the craft beer revolution from some of America's most
respected breweries, then you need to buy the One More
Beer, Please! It’s the Largest Collection of Brewery
Interviews in History! One More Beer, Please has over 100
breweries answer questions like: - What’s the next big thing
in the craft beer industry? - What is the actual difference
between a Porter and a Stout? - How do you open a brewery
and what does it cost? - What was your biggest mistake when
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in the industry is doing it
best? - What beers do brewers actually drink? - Do IBU’s still
matter? and so much more... We interview everyone from
mammoth craft breweries to small micro and nano breweries
run out of a garage! Breweries that have been around for
decades and breweries that are new and making a big
splash! Heck, we even interviewed real life monks who make
beer to support their ministry. This is one of the most
interesting books about beer written in the last decade. The
vast amount of different people we spoke with gives us a truly
eye opening glimpse into what craft beer is all about! One
More Beer, Please provides an amazing peek behind the
scenes at what it takes to make great beer! Owners tell us
how they got started and where they see this industry going!
If you are interested in starting a microbrewery this is a can't
miss read. Compiled by someone who truly loves great ales,
it provides candid answers about all things craft beer.
Whether you are new to craft beer or have been
homebrewing your whole life, this book will keep you
entertained! And if you enjoyed The Beer Bible by Jeff
Alworth or Brewing Up a Business by Sam Calagione than
you will love One More Beer, Please! Order your copy NOW
and enjoy the LARGEST COLLECTION OF BREWERY
INTERVIEWS IN HISTORY!
Brewer's Ledger Recipe Journal Great tool for all homebrew
aficionados whether new to brewing or experienced in the
craft of brewing beer at home. Record all your new recipes
while testing as well as your tried-and-true brews complete
with tasting notes and every last detail to make recreating
your favorites a breeze. Apps are okay, but having pen and
paper in front of you to write notes and thoughts as you work
on finding that perfect brew is priceless. It's so much easier to
reference multiple recipes at once when you can easily flip
pages back and forth instead of having to scroll on a phone
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screen. Included
this complete
recipe journal are the
following: An Index to quickly find a specific recipe 1-page
Recipe Detail including: Brew Date Bottling/Keg Date Recipe
Size Original and Final Gravity Batch Size Alcohol (ABV)
Bitterness (IBUs) Color (SRM) Batch Type Efficiency Detailed
Ingredient List including yeast strain and amount 1-page Boil
and Fermentation Schedules 1-Page lined Notes page to
record anything and everything you want to remember about
your recipe. The convenient 6x9 size makes it easy to carry
with you for reference when shopping for supplies, store in
your work area, or stash in your purse or backpack. 90 pages.
Add this complete personal recipe reference book to your
home brewing tool kit today. Please note this is a blank recipe
book to write your personal recipes in and does not include
any pre-written recipes.
Personal tales of perseverance and beer making from the
founder of Sierra Nevada Brewing Co. Beyond the Pale
chronicles Ken Grossman's journey from hobbyist
homebrewer to owner of Sierra Nevada Brewing Co., one of
the most successful craft breweries in the United States.
From youthful adventures to pioneering craft brewer, Ken
Grossman shares the trials and tribulations of building a
brewery that produces more than 800,000 barrels of beer a
year while maintaining its commitment to using the finest
ingredients available. Since Grossman founded Sierra
Nevada in 1980, part of a growing beer revolution in America,
critics have proclaimed his beer to be "among the best
brewed anywhere in the world." Beyond the Pale describes
Grossman's unique approach to making and distributing one
of America's best-loved brands of beer, while focusing on
people, the planet and the product Explores the "Sierra
Nevada way," as exemplified by founder Ken Grossman,
which includes an emphasis on sustainability, nonconformity,
following one's passion, and doing things the right way
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start, Emma
home-brewing
five-gallon batches
of beer on his own, becoming a proficient home brewer, and
later, building a small brewery in the town of Chico, California
Beyond the Pale shows how with hard work, dedication, and
focus, you can be successful following your dream.
Over the past two hundred years, Western North Carolina has
evolved from a mountainous frontier known for illicit
moonshine production into a renowned destination for craft
beer. Follow its story from the wild days of saloons and the
first breweries of the 1870s through one of the longest
Prohibitions in the nation. Eventually, a few bold
entrepreneurs started the first modern breweries in Asheville,
and formerly dry towns and counties throughout the region
started to embrace the industry. The business of beer attracts
jobs, tourists and dollars, as well as mixed emotions, legal
conundrums and entrepreneurial challenges. Join awardwinning beer writer Anne Fitten Glenn as she narrates the
storied history of brewing in Western North Carolina.
In the 1970s and ’80s, the brewing industry shifted was from
large corporate suppliers to smaller, independent
“microbrewers,” typified by producers such as the Boston
Beer Company and Sierra Nevada Brewing Company. Today,
the market is going even smaller—with tiny, independent
brewers setting up shop in neighborhood brew houses
nationwide, focusing on crafting unique, flavorful brews
specifically for their extremely local clientele. The reality is
that beer is in the midst of a renaissance in this country,
driven by a new class of these dedicated craft “nanobrewers”
and growing communities of drinkers looking for something
more from their daily brew—something higher-quality, more
unique, more local. These microbrewers rent out small
spaces or buy industrial equipment to install in their garages.
They’re accountants, middle-school teachers, and plumbers
who are passionate about beer and who dedicate their free
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of their own brew at a
time. They sell their bottles to close friends and gift it to family
members for birthdays and holidays. They enjoy what they do
and they’re proud of their product. What’s it like inside these
small-time brewing operations? What happens behind the
scenes? What goes into making high-end craft beer on a
small scale? True Beer takes an on-the-ground look at the
ultra-small side of the craft brewing movement from the inside
out by profiling a number of independent American breweries
in detail and using that as a jumping-off point to examine the
art and science of brewing, the local farmers and providers
behind the scenes, the market itself as well as national trends
in nanobrewing, and modern craft beer production.
Entrepreneur Press has partnered with Zester Media and its
network of experienced journalists and authors to deliver an
in-depth review of the craft brew industry, paired with telling
facts and statistics for those considering starting, running,
and growing a successful craft brewery or distillery. Readers
are guided by real stories from craftspeople who share the
details, secret ingredients, and special equipment that create
a formula for success. They learn how to: analyze the
industry with market research and identify a niche; calculate
startup costs, secure funding, find the right equipment, and
develop a solid business plan that promotes growth; abide by
industry standards while complying with state and federal
legislation, laws, and taxes; determine overhead fees, payroll,
and price points, as well as business, personal, and
consumption taxes; find, hire, and keep the perfect team;
develop invaluable relationships with distributors, retailers,
and restaurants; use low-cost online and offline marketing
tactics; create promotions and gain a following through social
media. The 20+ companies profiled include: Greenstar
Brewery in Chicago, Rolling Meadows in rural Illinois, Leopold
Brothers Distillery in Denver, Anchor Brewing in San
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Francisco, andAt
Widow
Jane
and Cacao
Prieto Distillery in
Red Hook, NY.
From Stouts, Barleywines, and Lambics to food pairing,
tasting, and homebrewing—this is beer as you’ve never
known it before. The Naked Pint is a definitive primer on craft
brews that celebrates beer for what it truly is: sophisticated,
complex, and flavorful. Covering everything from beer history
to the science behind beer, food and beer pairings, tasting,
and homebrewing, Perozzi and Beaune strip down America’s
favorite beverage to its truest form. Whether you’ve just
started wondering what life is like beyond the ice-cold sixpack or have already discovered your favorite Porter or IPA,
The Naked Pint will help you unearth the power that comes
with knowing your ales from your lagers.
An inside look at how craft beer makers and IPA devotees
come together to brew, taste, and enjoy fine ale while also
building a sense of community in Las Vegas Equally reviled
and revered as Sin City, Las Vegas is both exceptional and
emblematic of contemporary American cultural practices and
tastes. Michael Ian Borer takes us inside the burgeoning Las
Vegas craft beer scene to witness how its adherents use beer
to create and foster not just a local culture but a locals’
culture. Through compelling, detailed first-hand accounts and
interviews, Vegas Brews provides an unprecedented look into
the ways that brewers, distributors, bartenders, and drinkers
fight against the perceived and preconceived norm about
what “happens in Vegas” and lay claim to a part of their city
that is too often overshadowed by the bright lights of tourist
sites. Borer shows how our interactions with the things we
care about—and the ways that we care about how they’re
made, treated, and consumed—can lead to new senses of
belonging and connections with and to others and the places
where we live. In a world where people and things move
around at an extraordinary pace, the folks Borer spent time
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to slow down and learn
how to taste the “good life,” or at least a semblance of it,
even in a city where style is often valued over substance.
Under the Radar Michigan is an Emmy award winning PBS
television series that features the cool people, places and
things that make Michigan an awesome place to live, work
and play. If you're looking for great Michigan places to
explore, vacation, eat, live, start a business or just relax, this
book is for you. Chapter by chapter, we take you along on our
first fifty episodes and discover great Michigan cities,
interesting people, incredible restaurants, romantic spaces
and great places to vacation with the whole family. You'll
speed through Michigan's Everglades; go to santa school; eat
awesome food; hike giant dunes; meet inspired people;
explore great wilderness; fly through the air on skis; sail the
Great Lakes; tour great museums and even swim at a secret
beach. You won't believe what's right in your own back yard.
So, join us and we guarantee you'll learn so much about
Michigan you didn't know, you'll never want to leave. Grab
this book. Grab your car keys, and make Michigan your next
great adventure.
Spell Crafts Take a look at your hands. See them as
wondrous vehicles of power. Feel the energy that flows
through everything you do. Tap into that power! Carve a
symbol, dip a candle, mix fragrant herbs, sculpt clay, and
make your life all that you want it to be. When crafts are used
to create objects intended for ritual or to symbolize the divine,
the connection between the craftsperson and divinity grows
more intense. This second edition of Spell Crafts, the muchloved and oft-read guide to magical handwork, features new
illustrations and a new preface by David Harrington. Learn
how to create and use all of the following: - magical
simmering potpourris - a beaded psychic mandala - clay
pentacles, plaques, and runic dice - a shaman''s arrow - sand
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paintings - Corn
a magical
spell broom - protective
hex sign - Witch bottles - flower garlands - spell banner magic mirror - prosperity trivet - wheat weaving
During the 75th anniversary year of the repeal of Prohibition,
an emerging generation of Indiana craft beer brewers sat
down with their friend and fellow beer aficionado Rita T. Kohn
for in-depth interviews on the trials and tribulations of
pursuing their passion. The result is a fascinating social
history of the growth of handcrafted beer within the state.
True Brew vibrantly details the brewers' journey in the
creation and sharing of their brews. Continuity,
interconnectedness, and civic concern are themes that
permeate their stories, but readers may be surprised by the
brewers' strong advocacy for restoring buildings, invigorating
neighborhoods, and practicing sustainability. Join Kohn,
Indiana's leading brew masters, and a burgeoning crop of
homebrewers as they reflect on the historical, cultural, social,
and economic contributions made to Indiana by one of the
world's oldest beverages.
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???2015????E?O?????????????? ???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
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a Bottle of Rum?????????????????????????
——?????????Jeffrey Morgenthaler???????????????????The
Bar Book??? ?????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? ——????????Clive
Thompson???????????Smarter Than You Think???
??????????????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????? ——??????Carl
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???????????????? ——???????Adam
Savage?????????????????? ????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? ——???????Vince Oleson??Widow
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Extreme Brewing is a recipe-driven resource for aspiring
home brewers who are interested in recreating these
specialty beers at home, but don't have the time to learn the
in-depth science and lore behind home-brewing. As such, all
recipes are malt-syrup based (the simplest brewing method)
with variations for partial-grain brewing. While recipes are
included for classic beer styles -- ales and lagers -- Extreme
Brewing has a unique emphasis on hybrid styles that use
fruit, vegetables, herbs and spices to create unique flavor
combinations. Once their brew is complete, readers can turn
to section three, The Rewards of Your Labor, to receive
guidance on presentation, including corking, bottle selection
and labeling as well as detailed information on food pairings,
including recipes for beer infused dishes and fun ideas for
themed dinners that tallow the reader to share their creations
with family and friends.
This informative guide to making soda at home is perfect for
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anyone looking
create delicious
artisan drinks with or
without a soda machine. Jeremy Butler breaks down the
science of carbonation so you can discover recipes that are
easily adapted for eac
"A collection of 38 homebrew recipes based on craft beers of
various styles from 23 brewers around the United States.
Illustrated with color photography"--The first English-language guide to Japanese craft beer.
-Information on 219 present and forthcoming Japanese
breweries. -Completely independent, in-depth analysis of 104
Japanese craft breweries and their beers. -Listing and
evaluation of 136 brewpubs, bars, tap rooms, and stores
where one can drink or purchase Japanese craft beer. -50
pages of essays on the development of and culture
surrounding beer in Japan. -Guide to Japanese craft beer
festivals.
A Guide to Craft Brewing explains how to brew your own beer
in clear and straightforward terms, making this popular and
rewarding hobby accessible to all. This practical book covers
twenty-eight types of malts, thirty-one adjuncts and thirtythree hops, and includes how to treat water to match a beer
type and yeast necessary to create your own unique style. It
explains each step for the novice with tips and advice, but
also includes advanced techniques and ideas for the more
experienced home brewer.
Raise a pint to the WORLD’S BEST BEERS! This extensive
exploration of the 1,000 tastiest brews on earth is not your
average guidebook—it’s a complete look into the history,
production, and flavor of every beer worth drinking. “Brewery
Profiles” take you country-by-country to the finest breweries
in places like Argentina, Japan, Germany, Belgium, Britain,
and New Zealand, and provide fun facts, stats, and
anecdotes. There’s even an explanation of which beers go
with which foods. Next time you eat shellfish, try it with a
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Pilsner. Having
hearty stout?
It pairs
perfectly with some
vanilla ice cream. So drink up!
A guide to 66 breweries and brewpubs, with a history of
brewing in the state and information about types of beer
produced at each site, tours, food served, and nearby
attractions. The authors both pick their favorite beer for each
brewery.
True BrewsHow to Craft Fermented Beer, Wine, Cider, Sake,
Soda, Kefir, and Kombucha at Home
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